
Marcati hunt

M A R C A T I . A T / E N / H U N T I N G





The unique wilderness of Tyrol has a fauna and flora of its own! Very important are 
the hunters, who fulfill their daily duties and make sure that there is a balance in 
nature and that nature is preserved for the generations to come. Of course also the 
hunt itself is a part of it - and in Tyrol with all its different hunting areas, madows 
and pastures you can imagine that it is very diversified.

Luigi Marcati, who is a very passionate hunter invites his guests to get to know all 
facets of hunting in Tyrol. Together with his team of experienced gamekeepers and 
hunters you can very closely experience hunting and also how respectful we care 
of game and nature. In different hunting areas that can also be reached without 
exhausting walks, you are guaranteed unforgettable hunts. 

The hunting-tenant Luigi Marcati

The hunter -                     
keeper of nature



Current shooting seasons
for all wild species

Can be hunted all year round:
Fox, stone marten, Polecat, racoon, raccoon dog and wild boar

Wild species Season

Male red deer class I 01.08. to 15.11.

Male red deer class II and III 01.08. to 31.12.

Narrow spiked and hind (yearling) 15.05. to 31.12.

Grown deer and calf 01.06. to 31.12.

Chamois 01.08. to 15.12.

Chamois in East Tyrol 01.08. to 31.12.

Male roe deer class I and II 01.06. to 31.10.

Narrow spiked and male roe deer class III (one year old) 15.05. to 31.12.

all other deer 01.06. to 31.12.

Ibex 01.08. to 15.12.

Mouflon: female and lambs 15.05. to 31.12.

Mouflon: male 01.08. to 31.12.

Marmot 15.08. to 30.09.

Field and variable rabbit 01.10. to 15.01.

Badger 15.07. to 15.02.

Hazel grouse 15.09. to 15.10.

Rock ptarmigan 15.11. to 31.12.

Wood pigeon, mallard 01.10. to 15.01.

Pheasant 01.10. to 15.01.



The following game species are to be protected all year round:
Wolf, brown bear, pine marten, lynx, wildcat, partridge, rock partridge and coot, 
woodcock, eagle owl, brown owl, Tawny Owl and little owl, kestrel and tree hawk, 
hawk, buzzard, sparrowhawk, golden eagle, gray heron, cormorant, goosander, 
rattle chicken, raven, carrion crow, magpie, jay

Capercaillie and black grouse:
Art. 9 bird policy - exceptional hunting
Frame shooting season: Capercaillie in the odd years from April 15th to May 15th, 
Black grouse annually from May 1st to June 15th, restricted to a maximum of 15 days

Outing with the hunter 
½ day, (from 1:00 p.m. the whole day is charged). If a hunter goes out in the 
morning and evening, we charge for two half days.
½ day € 145,-
1 day € 220,-

Welding on without condition
Wounded game which cannot be found despite extensive search will be 
charged with 50% of the shooting price. Wounded marmots, black grouse and 
capercaillie will be charged with the full price. In case you should wish to have 
hunting dogs to look for the wounded game, the cost is € 73,- per day.

Rental weapon including ammunition
€ 45,-

Tyrolean hunting card
TJV 15 day pass € 50,-

Boiling and bleaching trophies per piece
Red deer class I and II € 90,-    Ibex male class I and II € 90,- 
Red deer class III € 70,-   Ibex male class III € 70,-
Chamois, roe deer € 50,-  Ibex female € 70,-

General



Trophies
All the trophies have to stay with us until the trophy show that is always kept 
in March/April of the following year.

Accomodation
The Natur & Spa Hotel Lärchenhof****s is the ideal accommodation for hunting in 
Reith bei Seefeld. The hotel is situated in a quiet and sunny location and with its 
wellness area offers plenty of relaxation after extensive walks with our hunters. 
Marcati hotels & more also includes other hotels and apartments which offer 
perfect accommodation for all of our hunting guests. 
In Galtür, we provide you with a charming hunting lodge for your hunting pleasure 
which you can rent for € 79.00 per night. Here you also have the opportunity to 
enjoy a small breakfast for € 8.00. On request we are happy to prepare a tasty snack 
for you for € 15.00.

Venison
The venison costs € 7,- per kilo, it is weight with the coat but without head and 
hooves.

Luigi Marcati and his professional staff are at your disposal during your holiday. If 
you have any questions, please contact Luigi Marcati or his deputy Paolo Marcati. 
To book your accommodation, please use the reservation service.

T H E  S H O O T I N G  I N V O I C E  C A N  B E  PA I D  
O N LY  C  A S H !

Luigi Marcati
Tel.: +43 (0)676 843 004 430 

Email: jagd@marcati.at

Paolo Marcati
Tel.: +39 335 697 9899 
Email: jagd@marcati.at

Marcati  Reservierung
Tel.: +43 (0)5212 2383    
Email: info@marcati.at



Our hunting ground in Galtür
Luigi Marcati‘s newest hunting ground stretches between 1,600 and 3,000 metres 
above sea level in the midst of the magnificent Tyrolean mountains. In addition 
to the hotels in Seefeld, a renovated farmhouse is available on site, so that 
hunting trips lasting several days can also be undertaken.



Chamois

young € 1.400,- one more point each

middle € 2.050,-

good € 2.900,-

From 95 points € 121,-

Goats

young € 1.400,- one more point each

middle € 1.900,-

good € 2.050,-

From 95 points € 121,-

Chamois deer

€ 2.900,-

€ 2.050,-



1. The shooting fees listed in this price list
2. The fees and charges for any missed shots, 

use of the hut, etc. (Valuation according to 
the German-Austrian standard formula 
without age points)

3. Daily rates for the outgoing with the 
hunter 

4. Boiling and preparation
5. Shipping if necessary

When measuring „single-crested“ chamois, 
the measurements of the longer horn are 
used as a basis for the valuation. If, however,
the length of the shorter horn is less than 50 
% of the length of the longer horn, an analo-
gous percentage deduction from the valuati-
on is made for each additional percentage of
shorter length (e.g. length of the shorter 
horn = 36 % of the length of the longer horn, 
results in a deduction of 14 % = difference 
from 36 % to 50 %). In this case, the display is 
reconstructed starting from the longer horn 
by doubling the measurement up to the 
centre of the skull.

This does not apply to trophies which have 
lost parts of the horn as a result of the hunt 
(crash etc.). In this case, the measurements 
are taken from the intact part of the horn or 
on the basis of the estimation by the hunting
guide. The points to be deducted are deter-
mined. 

All measurements and assessments are car-
ried out by the hunting guide after the hunt 
or by the hunting management after the pre-
sentation of the boiled out trophies. They are 
only valid for the calculation of the shooting 
fees and not for hunting trophy evaluations. 

Any subsequent valuations carried out by 
third parties or valuations that deviate from 
the original value shall in no case entitle the 
hunter to derive claims or demands of any 
kind whatsoever.

T H E  F I N A L  I N V O I C E  F O R  T H E 
H U N T I N G  I N C L U D E S :

Roe deer

yearlings*  € 200,- 

Bucks each 
more g

up to 150 g € 400,- € 2,- 

from 200 g € 450,- € 7,-

from 250 g € 800,- € 8,-

from 300 g € 1.200,- € 8,-

from 350 g € 1.600,- € 8,-

from 400 g € 2.000,- € 8,-

from 450 g € 2.400,- € 10,-

from 500 g € 2.900,- € 12,-



The weight is determined one day after 
boiling. The head of class 1 and 2 deer is 
weighed with full upper jaw.

*) may only be hunted on the occasion 
    of the hunting of a higher class game 
**) even and odd

A N N E X  T O  T H E  S H O O T I N G  
F E E S  F O R  F E M A L E  R E D  D E E R

In the case of the shooting of a 
Female the tax amounts to € 200,-
calf the tax amounts to € 200,-

The trophy of the hunt- the so called 
„grandel“- belongs to the person who 
shot the deer.

THE FINAL INVOICE FOR THE 
HUNTING  INCLUDES:  

1. The shooting fees listed in this price
list

2. The fees and charges for any missed
shots, use of the hut, etc.

3.Daily rates for the outing with the
hunter

4. Boiling and preparation
5. Shipping if necessary

All measurements and assessments are 
carried out by the hunting guide after the 
hunt or by the hunting management after 
the presentation of the cooked out trop-
hies. 

Any subsequent valuations carried out by 
third parties or valuations that deviate from 
the original value shall in no case entitle the 
hunter to derive claims or demands of any 
kind.

Stags

Weight in kg Price in € for each 100 g more

From 3,0 kg € 2.250,- € 90,-

From 4,0 kg € 3.600,- € 113,-

From 5,0 kg € 5.000,- € 124,-

From the age of 2 years onwards, payment is made according to grams of antler 
weight; weighed short cropped. For trophies with upper jaw: deduction of 40 grams 
to the determined trophy weight.

Red deer

€ 500,-Narrow spiked* 
€ 1.450,- Stag III 6 or 8 tips*



Male every additional cm

Up to 40 cm horn length € 2.900,- € 81,-

From 50 cm horn length € 3.600,- € 105,-

Starting from class II
(fully completed the 5th year of life 
up to 9 years)

one more 
point each

Up to 120 points € 4.500,- € 99,-

From 130 points € 5.500,- € 121,-

From 140 points € 6.750,- € 323,-

From 150 points € 10.500,- € 333,-

Starting from class I
(from the age of 10 years onwards)

one more 
point each

Up until 160 points € 17.500,- € 399,-

Ibex

The longer horn is measured, following the outer curvature.

Class I and II are judged according to the formula for the Alpine Ibex, but without 
surcharges for colour, curl or any bulges.



Female
(2 years old or older)

one more
point each

Up to 55 points € 2.300,- € 185,-

From 60 points € 3.300,- € 199,-

Grades are judged according to the formula for the Alpine Ibex, but without surcharges for 
colour, curl or any bulges.

1.  The shooting fees listed in this
sheet

2.  The fees and charges for any
missed shots, use of the hut, etc.

3. Daily rates for the outing with the
hunter

4. Boiling and preparation
5. Shipping if necessary

When measuring the ibex the 
measurements of the longer horn are 
taken as a basis for the valuation. 
However, if the length of the shorter 
horn is less than 50% of the longer one, 
each additional percentage will be 
deducted from the valuation (e.g. 
length of the shorter horn = 35% of the 
longer one, results in a deduction of 
14% = difference from 36% to 50%). 

In this case, the trophy will be recons-
tructed starting from the longer horn by 
doubling the measurement up to the 
centre of the skull.

This does not apply to trophies which 
have lost parts of the hearing as a result 
of the hunt (crash etc.). In this case, the 
measurements are taken from the 
intact part of the hearing or on the 
basis of the estimation by the hunting 
guide and the points to be awarded are 
determined.

All measurements and assessments are 
carried out by the hunting guide after 
the hunt or by the hunting manage-
ment after the presentation of the 
boiled trophies. 

They are exclusively valid for the calcu-
lation of the shooting tax and not for 
hunting trophy evaluations. Any later 
valuations carried out by third parties or 
valuations deviating from the original 
value do not entitle the hunter to 
derive any claims of any kind 
whatsoever.

THE FINAL INVOICE FOR THE HUNTING  INCLUDES:  



Ibex Age in years Approx. lenght
of horn

Approx. points* 
without surcharges

Class III 2 28 cm -

3 37 cm -

4 42 cm -

Class II 5 51 cm 110

6 58 cm 127

7 64 cm 137

8 70 cm 146

9 74 cm 150

Class I 10 79 cm and more 161 and more

For your information: Average values determined from numerous measurements
resulted in the following mean approximate measurements for the respective age:

A goat trophy with a score of approx. 70 points must be considered a high capital.

Depending on the disposition and the time of the shoot (state of the horns), these 
values can often deviate considerably upwards and downwards. The values given 
are therefore approximate, and no claims whatsoever can be derived from them.

*) Approx. 6-7 points (maximum 9) can be added for beauty criteria such as 
beading, colour and swing according to the international formula.

Marmot: € 250,- Black grouse: € 1.400,-
Capercaillie:  on request

Marmot Rooster





Our hunting ground in Reith
The hunting ground Reith lies next to Seefeld. There one can hunt dears, roebucks 
and chamois’. There are plenty of lookout towers, easily accessible by foot, ideal for 
hunters of all ages.



Male
young € 1.490,-

middle

good € 2.700,-

Good 6 point 
buck

€ 1.080,-

Middle buck € 980,-

Button roe € 450,-

Young roe deer € 200,-

Chamois

Roe deer

Goat

young € 1.390,-

middle

good € 2.600,-

€ 2.290,- € 2.190,-



Hunting ground

Our alpine preserve is suitable for hunters of all ages. This reserve is easily acce-
sible and located in Reith by Seefeld with approx. 2.500 hectares (6.200 
acres). It is directly connected with the region Seefeld. In addition, we co-
operate with other preserves from region, which improves our variety and 
therefore our offers for you.

Black grouse € 1.400,-

Capercaillie on request

Various

Deer

Class lll young (6-8 point) € 1.650,-

Class ll middle € 3.900,-

Class l good € 5.500,-

Red deer

Female

€ 200,-

Narrowspike €  350,-



MA R C A T I . A T / E N / H U N T I N G




